Clare Asquith's Shadowplay: The Hidden Beliefs and Coded Politics of William Shakespeare is at once a historical thriller and an astonishing work of scholarship—a real-life Da Vinci Code for the people Shakespeare, the secret rebel.

Acquaintance with Catholic idiom, history, and liturgy offers a glimpse of something momentous hidden beneath the familiar words, encouraging an alert reader to look beyond the familiar fabric of the Catholic faith.

I often wonder whether those who espouse conspiracy theories are ever themselves called upon to organize a conspiracy of any complexity—on the order of, say, a surprise party. The difficulty of even believing a conspiracy theory.

Hello: I'm Lesley, an experienced fiction editor specialising in sci-fi/fantasy, crime, thriller. Polishing your prose: keeping it yours. I'm Lesley Jones - welcome to my profile page. Publishing a

Unknown Pleasures by Kerosene is a Amber Vanilla fragrance for women and men. Unknown Pleasures was launched in 2013. The nose behind this fragrance is John Pegg. Kerosene Fragrances Unknown Pleasures

This item can be requested from the shops shown below. If this item isn't available to be reserved nearby, add the item to your basket instead and select 'Deliver to my local shop' (UK shops only) at

This sacrifice of functionality for looks is not worth it. I believe the trade-off for a pretty console was ultimately not worth it. The console excels i Final Fantasy VII Remake has easily been

This item can be requested from the shops shown below. If this item isn't available to be reserved nearby, add the item to your basket instead and select 'Deliver to my local shop' (UK shops only) at

The gorgeous Wild West already stole people's minds last time. And I believe this time, Rockstar's open-world cowboy setting will blow everyone out. What

After a thousand years entombed, the Corpse King has broken the witch's binding and risen again. He's raised an army and will rule us all unless we fight and stop him. And I'm the one who holds the

This item can be requested from the shops shown below. If this item isn't available to be reserved nearby, add the item to your basket instead and select 'Deliver to my local shop' (UK shops only) at
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Before she goes to the Yown System, where the Eye has been hidden, she is given a warning—stay away from Hell's Gate Station and the notorious pirate, V'rex, who makes it his home base.